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ADVANCED COMPUTER NETWORKS 

Unit-I: 

Network layer: Network Layer design issues: store-and forward packet switching, services 
provided transport layers, implementation connection less services, implementation connection 
oriented services, comparison of virtual –circuit and datagram subnets. 

Routing Algorithm –shortest path routing, flooding, distance vector routing, link state routing, 
Hierarchical routing, Broadcast routing, Multicasting routing, routing for mobiles Hosts, routing 
in Adhoc networks- congestion control algorithms-Load shedding, Congestion control in Data 
gram Subnet. 

Unit-II: 

IPV4 Address address space, notations, classful addressing, classless addressing network 
addressing translation(NAT) , IPV6 Address structure address space, Internetworking need for 
network layer internet as a data gram, internet as connection less network. 

Unit-III: 

IPV4 datagram, Fragmentation, checksum, options. IPV6 Advantages, packet format, extension 
Headers, Transition form IPV4 to IPV6 

Unit–IV: 

Process to process delivery: client/server paradigm, multiplexing and demultiplexing, 
connectionless versus connection oriented services, reliable versus reliable. 

UDP: well known ports for UDP, user data gram, check sum, UDP operation, and uses of UDP 
TCP: TCP services, TCP features, segement, A TCP connection, Flow control, error control, 
congestion control. 

SCTP: SCTP services SCTP features, packet format, An SCTP association, flow control, error 

control. 

Unit–V: 

Congestion control: open loop congestion control, closed loop congestion control, Congestion 
control in TCP, frame relay, QUALITY OF SERVICE: flow characteristics, flow classes 



TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE QOS: scheduling, traffic shaping, resource reservation, 
admission control. 

Unit –VI: 

Domain name system: The name space, resource records, name serversE-mail: architecture and 
services, the user agent, message formats, message transfer, final delivery 

Www: architecture overview, static web documents, dynamic web documents, Hyper text 
transfer protocol, performance elements, the wireless web. 

Multimedia: introduction digital a audio , Audio compression, streaming audio, internet radio, 
voice over IP, introduction to video, video compression, video on demand, the MBone-the 
multicast back bone 

Unit –VII: Emerging trends Computer Networks: 

Motivation for mobile computing: protocol Stack Issues in Mobile Computing Environment, 
Mobility issues in mobile computing, data dissemination security issues mobile networks ; 
Mobile Ad hoc networks :applications of Ad hoc networks, challenges and issues in 
MANETS,MAC layers issues, routing protocols in MANET, transport layer issues, Ad Hoc 
networks security. 

Unit–VIII: 

Wireless sensors networks: WSN functioning, operation system support in sensor devices, WSN 
Characteristics, sensor network operation, sensor Architecture: cluster management; 

   

   

   

   
 


